
Sharks overcome 2-0 deficit & extend Big VIII streak to 71 matches in dramatic fashion: 
 

Corona/Santiago: 25-24-25-25-17=3 (10-7 Overall, 5-0 Big VIII) 
King:                     27-26-14-16-15=2 (7-10 Overall, 4-1 Big VIII) 
 
By: Derryl Trujillo  
Inland Sports Senior Writer  
 
When you win 70 consecutive league contests in any sport you're naturally going to get 
everyone's best shot as they try to end that streak. On Wednesday afternoon Corona/Santiago’s 
girls volleyball team took a great shot from King at home in Riverside but fought back to prevail 
25-27, 24-26, 25-14, 25-16, and 17-15 which extends their Big VIII league streak to 71 matches.  
 
It took extra points to decide sets one and two. In the opener Santiago took a 7-2 lead off two 
kills from Erin Anderson and an ace from Kiki Metcalf. That lead would expand to 10-4 off a kill 
from Xenia Villagomez before the Wolves made their move. Back to back kills from King’s Kaili 
Vandenberg plus three aces from Samari Gilmore tied it up at 10 points apiece. Three straight 
kills from Anderson put the Sharks up five points at 19-14. A Taylor Orshoff kill put King on set 
point at 26-25 and a Sharks attack error ended it at 27-25.  
 
Another kill from Orshoff gave King a lead at 4-1 before a Sharks run of 5-1 gave the visitors a 
lead at 6-5. Anderson recorded a kill and solo block in that stretch. At 9-8 a kill from Samantha 
Bickett put King back in front of the second set. Consecutive attacking errors from Kayla Pronio 
and Bella Mouzakis gave King a lead at 14-11 before another kill from the senior (Pronio) made 
it 14-12. A kill from Orshoff put King up at 19-14 and the Wolves entered the red zone on a 
Sharks missed serve at 20-14. A couple blocks sandwiched around a setter dump ended set 
two at 26-24 in favor of King.  
 
In set three kills from Lauren Rasmussen on a setter dump along with Pronio and an ace from 
Anna Ricard put the Sharks up early at 6-3. Back to back kills from Anderson and Pronio made 
it 17-9 Sharks. An Orshoff attack error ended the set and put Santiago on the board down 2-1 
with a 25-14 victory.  
 
When it comes to teams coming back from down 0-2 to force a fifth set the first dozen or so 
points are key in determining the outcome. An ace from Metcalf was how the set reached its 
twelfth point with Santiago ahead 9-3. Kills from Pronio and Mouzakis made it 13-7 Sharks at 
the set's midpoint. Kills from Anderson & Mouzakis made it 20-12 and 24-16 before a Wolves 
attack error sent us to the fifteen point tiebreaker.  
 
 Fifth sets are often thought of by those in the volleyball world as sprints. If that's the case then 
these two teams were as close as two runners down the stretch in a 50 yard dash. Two aces 
from Vandenburg plus a kill from Bickett gave King a lead at 5-2 and forced an early timeout 
from Santiago. Kills from Mouzakis and Pronio put the Sharks up 7-6 and 10-7 but the latter 



forced King to call their final timeout. Out of the timeout kills from King’s Vandenberg & Kaylee 
Christie made it 10-9 Sharks before a missed serve derailed this run. Back to back kills from 
Orshoff made it 13-11 Wolves and an attack error from Pronio put King on the brink of taking it 
at 14-11. From there Anderson had three kills (including the winner), Pronio one, and Kalyssa 
Flores a late ace to end it at 17-15. 
 
If one were to look at trends of this rivalry you would've learned that today's match was the third 
in their last six Riverside meetings to go the distance. Santiago coach Courtney Krueger said of 
playing in Riverside “They have a great crowd and everyone's involved in the match here. It's a 
rivalry game and we know every year we have to be on it coming here to go home winners.”  
 
I asked Sharks standout Erin Anderson about what it was like in the huddle between sets two 
and three. She remarked “Well the beginning of the match we said we needed to keep our 
energy up. After going down 0-2 we went off to the side of our bench and said we’re fine. We 
did a better job of being excited after every point and that gave us the energy to push thru.”  
 
Santiago Notables: 
Erin Anderson 26 kills and a. 379% hitting percentage, 13 digs, 2 blocks  
Kayla Pronio 13 kills and a .219% hitting percentage, 12 digs, 2 aces 
Kiki Metcalf  18 digs & 2 aces 
Lauren Rasmussen 42 assists  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


